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Poverty in Seattle
Seattle has long been touted as a center of relatively well-educated and affluent residents as well as low levels
of poverty when compared to other major metropolitan areas. And recent news articles have pointed out that
during the slow U.S. economic recovery, Seattle is doing better than most of the country in terms of median
earnings, wage growth and unemployment.
But just how many people are “poor” in Seattle? How many are “working poor”, and who are they? The following
brief answers to these questions are based on a definition of “poverty” as living below 200% of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL). This line roughly equates to a “living-wage” in Seattle – the minimum amount an individual
or family needs to meet very basic needs for food, shelter, clothing and transportation (equating to roughly
$44,100 annual income for a family of four).
The following diagram shows the percentage of Seattle residents who are living below 200% FPL:

Poverty* in Seattle

74.4%

25.6%*

*Living below 200% FPL.

While some of these residents are children, the elderly and the chronically unemployed, a surprisingly large
number of them are working adults:

17 out of every 100
working adults in Seattle
are poor*.
*Living below 200% FPL.
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These working poor adults typically have low levels of education and training:

Of these 17 working poor
adults, 10 have less than
an AA degree.

The following diagram depicts some of the characteristics of Seattle’s working poor adults who have less than
an AA degree:

Demographics:

Educational Attainment:

Industry Employment:

31 years old

45% have 1+ year of college

Accomodations and Food Services (25.0%)

53% Male

10% have less than 1 year

Retail Trade (18.2%)

30% People of Color

45% have a HS/GED or less

Healthcare and Social Assistance (10.3%)

17% Hispanic

Educational Services (9.4%)
Other Services (except Public Administration) (8.2%)

What these charts portray is a “tale of two cities” in Seattle. We have – and continue to attract – a
large number of highly-educated workers for a relative abundance of well-paying jobs. At the same time,
we have a surprising number of people in Seattle who are poor, many despite the fact that they are working
hard. This population could significantly benefit from more education and training that leads to college
credentials and helps them compete for higher-wage jobs.

Source: numbers based on analyses of the American Community Survey 2009.
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About Seattle Jobs Initiative
Seattle Jobs Initiative creates opportunities for students, workers and business to succeed by helping education and
job training programs meet the demands of a new economy. We find and apply solutions for people to gain the skills
they need for good jobs that create prosperity for all in today’s marketplace.
Supported by the City of Seattle Office of Economic Development

Contact Information
For questions or suggestions, please email David Kaz, SJI Director of Policy and Development at:
dkaz@seattlejobsinit.com
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